Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
16. Moses Takes Me to the Training City of Possibilities
To Experience Multidimensional Life
Beloved Moses and “Marrianna”
Beloved Moses, Please come and sit with me this afternoon and
share Your Healing Wisdom with me.
“Greetings my Child, a lot is upon your plate, is it not? Always know
my Child, your prayers are Always answered. Just like all of Humanity
who asks will receive. It is however, hard for some to remember to ask
due to the Emotional Fears and Turmoil that takes over their thinking
Process.”
Take a deep Breath and let go of all worry of the third Dimension,
Family, Friends and the World in general.”
I Feel Moses take hold of my arm and I give thanks for the Healing
Light that is filling my Body. I See Moses Smile and we Blend into Divine
Bliss. I Feel like a kid excited about going swimming for the first time,
childlike excitement fills my essence. All that is missing is a balloon and
as I thought that, one appeared.
I can Feel Moses say, “Thoughts are Things, are they not?”
I Feel the Sweet smelling air against my Face and I wonder what
today will be like. I can see a Beautiful Sunset on one side and a Sunrise
on the other, all at the same time. How is that Possible Moses?
“You will see many things today that are different than you have
experienced during your Earth Experience. Today will provide a means
for you to see, and many seen in a different way.”
“We are traveling to a Training City of Possibilities. This will provide
you with a Multidimensional way of living, thinking and understanding.
Most of this will be Downloaded into your Crystal Bed in the Back of your
Head, for experiencing too much at one time will make you Feel like we
fried your mind. You will be given this Wisdom and Ability in Divine Order

for the Highest Good for All. We just wanted you to see a Glimpse of
what we shall be sharing with you this day.”
I See a Crystal Temple that is really different from any I have ever
seen. Parts are round and tall, some are short and square, some have
wavey sides and roofs , some of which are pointed and others are round.
Now I know what Moses was talking about. We enter the Temple
on an open train-like railway. Now that’s different! The Light Beings are
dressed in long gowns as usual, however they all Have geometric designs
on them in many vibrations of flashing colors that appear and fade in and
out. These signs and colors penetrate my third Eye and all my Chakra
centers. They feel very warm and wiggly to me. I am floating in Space but
I feel safe and I know Moses is with me. I hear loud chimes that vibrate
through my entire Body. I Feel warm mist running over my Head and
Body like Warm Honey just flowing on me and through my Body. I See
bubbles floating in the air and it reminds me of a car wash. I See the Sun
rising and Downloading Sacred wisdom from all the Dimensions. I can See
it rising and arching over my body; it is Warm and Healing and I fall
asleep. I don’t know how long I slept but when I awoke I could see the
Sun Setting and a Beautiful Sunset in yellow, gold, purple and blue fill the
sky. I can see myself with all the Masters and their gowns were all pure
white and sparkling.
Moses shares, “That the Sacred Wisdom has been Downloaded into
my essence. It will come to the Surface as I need it on my pathway. He
shares it is part of the New Human Template Humanity will receive in
their dream state and that this process was providing a means to
Download it into the Iron Core Crystal Grid so others will have access to it
as needed. It is part of my contract to help the multitudes. All the things
I have been experiencing all humanity will experience, but most will not
be aware of what took place so that they have the Wisdom and Ability to
think so differently. Keep in mind, everything is speeding up. That is why
much of this Sacredness will be Gifted in the dream state. Your sharing
will provide a way for them to know why they see things so differently.
Many will not care how they received the Wisdom but for those who are
left in Confusion, these words will bring Peace of Mind.”

“Allow these Gifts to soak in, so to speak, and enjoy your day. Paint,
Read, Cook or whatever Feels right for you, I will be with you, Worry
Not,”
“Peace Be With You.” “I am your Beloved Moses.”
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